YEAR 10 Early Entry GCSE
PHOTOGRAPHY

Photography
Lend cameras out
Teaching of different camera techniques and camera settings through
portfolio projects
Utilise XP Pen tablets and Photoshop tuition in lessons
Opportunities for local trips to support photography skills
Use of a classroom based studio with lighting

Guidance re Mobile phone editing apps

Take Responsibility for your Learning
Students need to ensure they are working independently at home,
taking photographs to ensure they have images to use in lessons.
We use Photoshop and lessons will be based on the PCs editing
images and researching Photographers. Students are also
encouraged to use their phones to edit photographs using apps such
as snapseed for homework etc.
If students don’t take photographs at home and bring them into
school this will severely impact their learning and progress towards
their GCSE award.

60% of GCSE grade is based on Portfolio work from Sept 1st year until December in the second year of
study
40% is based on a Final Assessment project that lasts 3 months and culminates in a 10 hour exam
period set over 2 days.

GCSE PHOTOGRAPHY

Still Life
Portraits

Surrealism
Exam Project

2 Year Course Options

Task

A02 Refine Confident refinement with a fully-

Moodboard for 3 photographers
Written analysis on 3 photographers x 2 (Jerry
Uelsmann, Diggie Vitt, Joel Robison) (6-9 4th
photographer recommended)
Illustrated Surrealism Movement showing context
and history in Art and Photography
8-10 minimum edits that show sustained link and
development of learning and skills for each of the
3 photographers

developed selection of media, materials, techniques and
processes. In-depth evidence of the exploration of work as it
develops. (30 marks)

8-10 minimum edits that combine and personalise
surrealism influences and learning

A01 Develop Ideas are developed with detailed
reference to contextual sources, with evidence of
investigation. Demonstrates in-depth critical understanding
of sources. (30 marks)

Edits analysis

A03 Record Recording of ideas, observations and
insights showing fully-developed links to intention. Ability to
reflect on work and progress (30 marks)

Surrealism Photographic Mood board (Annotated)
200-300 minimum Photos of landscapes, objects,
studio shoots. You should have 200 best photos

A04 Present A personal response with realisation

Top 8 edits selection

Completed

LEARNING OUTCOMES
To develop surrealism mood board(A01)
Make connections and develop ideas

Will decode Photographer’s work
to find hidden messages. The
development of visual language will be
evident. Critical analysis.
6+

Will be able to
describe Photographers work in detail
and explain some intentions using
critical language.
4/5

Will respond to the work
of Photographer’s work. Analysis and
evaluation shows some understanding
of his work.
3

Oracy and Literacy
What do we learn from analysing the work
of photographers?
What connections can I see?
How has the photographer developed
narratives?
In what ways have they used
compositional devices to tell the story
visually?
In what ways can I respond to
their work and ideas?

Analysis Prompt Sheet

Photography
AO2. Refine

AO1. Develop

Developing and
refining ideas,
Photographic
experimentation
and Editing
Processes.

Using and
understanding
artists work.

Assessment
criteria for
G.C.S.E

AO3. Record

AO4. Present

Photographic,
compositional and
observation skills

Final journey that
reflects the thinking
from AO1 – AO3

Analyse
Research, study and examine
various Photographers work
to interpret and explain

Early Entry Courses
Will begin Externally Set
Task in January with
course completion in April

Mock Exam
Project
Final Responses
Explain the journey through
the Surrealism project
visually and with written
explanation.

Research Mood
Board & Mind Map

10Hr Exam
Create final responses to the
project and explain the
project journey visually and
with written explanation.

Course Completion
in April following
Editing
Externally Set Task and
Developments
10Hr Exam
Photographic
Research
Develop
Artist Research
Create exciting
and
analysis
edits inspired by
chosen
Photographers
Final Responses
Explain the project
journey visually
and with written
explanation.

Introduction
to Mock Project–
Choose from
various Project
titles

Explore
Photographic Techniques and Camera
technical skill linked to chosen title
Develop
Create exciting Surreal
inspired edits following
various workshop
demonstrations

Analyse
Study and examine
various
Photographers work
to interpret and
explain
Take photographs in
the Studio and outside
of the classroom
collecting first hand
research.

Continue to experiment with
the camera, Photoshop and
Apps to extend your
research and development
of ideas.

Explore
Surreal Photographic
Techniques and Camera
technical skill

Explore
Light Painting and how to combine
with Portraiture

Analyse
Study and examine various
Photographers work to
interpret and explain

Externally
Set Task
Research Mood
Board & Mind Map

Develop
Create exciting Portraiture
inspired edits following various
workshop demonstrations

Continue to experiment with
the camera and formal
elements to take
photographs in the Studio
and outside of the
classroom.

Introduction
to Surrealism–
building a Surreal
photograph and
Illusion
techniques

Surrealism Project
Research Mood
Board

Final Responses
Explain the journey through the
portraits project visually and with
written explanation.

Take
photographs in
the Studio and
outside of the
classroom
collecting first
hand research.
Explore
Various Photographic
techniques to collect first
hand recordings

Introduction
to Portraiture–
compositional techniques
and lighting

Portraits Project
Research Mood
Board

Formal Elements
How to describe and
model

Workshops –
WELCOME
Camera technical
To
skill and Photoshop
Photography
introduction
Department

To choose
Photography as
a GCSE option
you must show
an interest and
keenness to
undertake the
subject, this
needs to be
shown in and
out of class
throughout KS4.
It is a subject
that needs hard
work and
thinking. You
will be expected
to keep up to
date with your
work and take
opportunities to
expand your
studies further
after school.
Being Creative,
what does it
mean?
Being creative
means solving a
problem in a
new way. Being
creative means
taking risks and
ignoring doubt
and facing fears.
It means
challenging
yourself every
day. Being
creative means
searching for
inspiration in
even the most
mundane places.
Being creative
means you’re
thinking.
Learn
approaches,
thinking and
technical skills
building
confidence in
composing a
photograph,
understanding
and being
creative.

You don’t take a Photograph, you make it – Ansel Adams

